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LIMIT THEOREMS FOR MEASURES ON
NONMETRIZABLE LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN

GROUPSO

BY

DAVID C. BOSSARD

Abstract. In a recent book, Parthasarathy provides limit theorems for sums of

independent random variables defined on a metrizable locally compact abelian group.

These results make heavy use of the metric assumption. This paper consists of a

reworking of certain results contained in Parthasarathy to see what can be done with-

out the metric restriction. Among the topics considered are: necessary and sufficient

conditions for a limit law to have an idempotent factor; the relationship between

limits of compound Poisson laws and limits of sums of independent random variables;

and a representation theorem for certain limit laws.

1. Introduction. A recent book by Parthasarathy, [1], includes a number of

limit theorems for uniformly infinitesimal arrays of measures which are defined on

metrizable locally compact abelian groups. These theorems provide generalizations

of the classical theorems for sums of independent real-valued random variables

which appear in the treatise of Gnedenko and Kolmogorov, [2].

The metric assumption is deeply involved in the proofs of the various results of

[1] because of the extensive use of the Prokhorov Theorem [3] and the Shift-

Compactness Theorem [4]. These theorems appear as Theorem II.6.7 and Theorem

III.2.2 respectively in [1]. It can be shown (cf. [5]) that the assertions of these

theorems are invalid on nonmetrizable locally compact abelian groups, even when

the class of measures is restricted to regular Borel measures.

This paper consists of a reworking of certain results of [1] to see what can be

done without the metric assumptions. In essence, it is a study of probability on

locally compact abelian groups without using the Prokhorov Theorem. It turns out

that the familiar limit theorems still hold, with slightly different statements con-

cerning the assumptions, and, of course, with rather different proofs.

Three basic theorems are proved in this paper. The first basic theorem (Theorem

4.1) gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a limit law to have an idempotent

factor. This theorem generalizes certain facts observed in [2] to hold for the real
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line. It is believed that this is a new result which is of interest for both metrizable

and nonmetrizable locally compact abelian groups.

The second basic theorem (Theorem 5.1) shows the connection between limits

of compound Poisson laws and convergence of row sums of infinitesimal arrays.

This theorem is a modification of corresponding results in [1] and [2]; the principal

change is that one of the derived consequences of the previous theorems is raised

to the level of an assumption in the statement of the theorem itself. The assumption

is related to the statement that " mass does not escape to infinity."

The third basic theorem (Theorem 7.1) is a representation theorem for certain

limit laws. It corresponds to the well-known representation theorems for infinitely

divisible laws of [1] and [2]. Because of the difficulties encountered on nonmetrizable

groups, the theorem is stated in terms of a concept called "circle convergence."

In the last section of the paper, circle convergence is shown to correspond to a

generalized notion of convergence of the maximum term distributions.

2. Preliminaries. This section gives the notation, definitions, and other neces-

sary background required for the following treatment. Most of the terminology

used here is well known and so will be used without comment. However, the

following definitions are required because of slight variations that exist in the

literature. Frequent references to [6] are given for further details.

Throughout this paper, G denotes a locally compact HausdorfT topological

group, written multiplicatively with identity 1. Such a group is a normal topological

space [6, §8.13] and is metrizable if and only if there exists a countable family of

open sets with intersection {1} [6, §8.5].

If G is abelian, the characters form an abelian group which we denote by Y

or C\ We denote characters by the letter y. Y is a locally compact abelian topo-

logical group under the usual weak-* topology. If G is compact, Y is discrete;

if G is discrete, Y is compact. The Duality Theorem asserts that G is topologically

isomorphic to Y~ [6, §23.25].

A regular Borel measure is a nonnegative countably additive set function m on

the Borel sets of G, such that for every Borel set E,

miE) = sup {w(C) : C is compact and C S E}.

A regular Borel measure is called finite if w(G)<co. The class of finite regular

Borel measures on G will be denoted by MiG) and the subclass of MiG) with total

measure 1 will be denoted by MX(G). A measure in MX(G) which has unit mass on

a single element x will be denoted simply by "x." The measures in MiG) arise in

the theory of locally compact groups via the Riesz representation theorem.

If {mn} and m are measures in MiG), then mn converges weakly to m, written

mn => m, if

\fdmn^\fdm
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for all bounded, continuous functions / It is easy to verify by the Riesz theorem

that the limit m is unique if it exists.

The convolution m * n of measures m and n from M(G) is a measure in M(G)

defined for every Borel set E by

m * n(E) =    m(Ey~1) dn(y)

[6, §§19.8, 19.11]. If x is a measure with unit mass at an element x in G, then the

convolution m * x is a shift of m by x.

In the following, the convolution of a sequence of measures mx, m2,... will be

denoted by \~~[* m¡. Thus n*?=i ní¡(E) is the convolution mx *■ • ■* mn evaluated

for the set E whereas \~["= i mi(E) is the product mx(E) ■ ■ - mn(E). If £ and f are

independent random variables with distributions m and n, respectively, and if

£+| is a random variable, then its distribution is given by m * n.

A measure m is infinitely divisible if for each integer n there is a measure mn

such that m = m*" where x*n denotes the n-fold convolution of x.

Let m be a measure in M(G). The compound Poisson law e(m) is defined by

CO

e(m) m #r'r»,2 w*Vy!,
i = o

where m*° is the measure with unit mass at the identity (also denoted by 1). As a

formal definition, e(m) defines a measure in MX(G), which is infinitely divisible.

In fact, e(m) = e(m/k)*k where m/k is the measure in M(G) whose value for any

set £ in G is (l/k)m(E).

The Fourier transform (characteristic function) of a measure m in M(G) is the

function m on F defined for each y in F by

iKy) = J Ax) dm(x).

The continuity theorem relates weak convergence of measures in G to convergence

of the Fourier transform. The following is the form that will be used here.

2.1. Theorem (The Continuity Theorem). Let G be a locally compact abelian

group with character group F. Let {mn} and m be measures in M(G).

(i) Ifmn => m, then mn(y) -*■ m(y) uniformly on every compact set in F.

(ii) Ifmn(y) -> s(y)for each y in F, where s is continuous and s(l) < oo, then there

is a measure m in M(G) such that s = m and mn => m.

(iii) If m and m' are measures in M(G) and m(y) = m'(y)for all y in F, then m = m'.

A class A of measures (not necessarily with finite total measure) is tight if,

given £>0, there is a compact set Ks such that m(G~Ke)<e for all m in A. In

particular, each measure in M(G) is tight.

An idempotent measure is a measure A in MX(G) such that A=A * A. The class

of idempotent measures coincides with the class of normalized Haar measures of
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subgroups of G (cf. [7, Theorem 5.2.1]). The class of Fourier transforms of idem-

potent measures coincides with the class of indicator functions of open-closed

subgroups of T.

A symmetric measure is a measure such that miA) = miA~1) for every Borel

set A. A measure is symmetric if and only if its Fourier transform is real valued.

To each measure m in MiG) can be associated a symmetric measure in* m where

in is defined by miE) = miE~1) for every Borel set E in G.

An array of measures is a matrix of measures o£ the form

{mm -j= 1,2,..., kn;n = 1,2,...}

where kn -*■ oo as n -> co. An array is infinitesimal if, given e > 0 and any neighbor-

hood A of 1, there is an integer ns¡N such that mUjiG~N)<e for all n>ne,N and

7=1,..., kn. It is easy to check that if {mnj} is an infinitesimal array, then for any

y in T, mniiy) -> 1 uniformly onj as n —> co. When referring to arrays of measures,

the notation 2; wnj, FT, mnj, and T~[f mnj will always mean that the index j runs

from 1 to kn; thus fT* mni = mnX * mn2 *■ ■ ■ * mnkn, etc.

The preceding definitions and terminology are fairly standard in the literature.

For the following development, it is convenient to add the following nonstandard

term. A tight sequence {sn} of measures in MiG) circle converges to a regular Borel

measure s (not necessarily in MiG)), written sn %. s if {fdsn-+ Jfds for every

bounded continuous function/which vanishes on some neighborhood of 1. Circle

convergence is similar to weak convergence except that things are permitted to

blow up in the vicinity of the identity.

3. The centering function. In [1, Lemma IV.5.3], Parthasarathy proved the

existence of a function g(x, y) on GxY which could be used in the task of "center-

ing" the measures of an infinitesimal array so that the sums of independent random

variables would converge to a limit. The development of this function as given in

[1] is directly extendable to nonmetrizable locally compact abelian groups. Thus

we will simply assert the existence of a function g(x, y) with stated properties and

refer to [1] for the demonstration of its existence.

There exists for an arbitrary locally compact abelian group a function g(x, y)

on GxY expressible in the form

g(x, v) = 2 g«(x)ha(y)
ael

with the following properties :

(1) exp [—if g(x, y) dmix)] is a character on Y for each m in MiG),

(2) each y in Y is equal to exp [/g(x, y)] on some neighborhood Nv of 1 in G,

(3) I is a specified index set (possibly infinite; countable if G is metrizable),

(4) for each y in Y, hjy) is zero for all but finitely many a,

(5) gix, y) is continuous in x and y, and antisymmetric in x,

(6) for each a in I, gaix) is a bounded, continuous function with compact

support,
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(7) for each a in /, there is a character ya such that g(x, yB):=ga(x).

Property (1) associates to each m in MX(G) a centering element xm via the duality

theorem :

y(xm) = exp    -/' J g(x, y) dm(x)\■

Thus in the limit theorems we replace m by the centered (shifted) distribution

m * x,„. Property (2) is useful when m has most of its mass on Nr (this happens,

for example, if m "approximates" the measure 1). For then

m(y) ~       y(x) dm(x) =       exp [ig(x, y)] dm(x)

and

xm(y) = exp    -/ J g(x, y) dm(x)\•

The similarity between these expressions is enough to make the limit theorems go

through by using centered measures m * xm.

Examples of the centering function are given in [1]. In particular

(i) For a discrete group, g(x, y) = 0,

(ii) For the real line, characters can be expressed in the form exp [ixt]. Thus,

let gx(x) be a continuous antisymmetric function bounded by 1 such that gx(x) = x

for xe[— 1, 1] and vanishing outside [— 1— e, l+e]. Let A^exp [ixt]) = t. Then

g(x, y)=gi(x)hx(y) = xt for xe[—1,1]. The integral § gx(x) dm in property (1)

plays the role of the truncated expectation in limit theorems on the real line

(cf. [2, §25, Theorem 1]).

4. Idempotent factors in limit laws. The first basic theorem which we give

addresses the question of whether a limit law has an idempotent factor. It is

assumed that a centering function g(x, y) having the properties listed in §3 has

been selected and is fixed for the following discussion.

4.1. Theorem. Let {mn¡} be an infinitesimal array of measures in MX(G) such that

Xn*Yl*

Let {sn} be defined by

1 * mnj => m.

mnj * mnj.
j

Then m has an idempotent factor other than 1 if and only if one of the following

conditions hold:

(i) lim sup sn(G~N) = co for some neighborhood Nofl, or

(ii) lim J" g2(x) dsn(x) = co for some a in I.
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Remark. This theorem is a refinement of [1, Theorem IV.4.3], in which con-

ditions (i) and (ii) are included in a single expression (equation (1) below). Since the

real line has no idempotent measures, this theorem applied to the real line asserts

that if x„ * Ylf mnj converges, then

(i') lim sup sniG~ A) < co for every neighborhood A of 0, and

(Ü') lim SUp J|x|Si x2 dsnix) < CO.

These conditions are well known (cf. [2, pp. 110 and 118]).

Conditions (i) and (ii) are independent; that is, neither one implies the other.

This is illustrated in the examples given in §9.

The proof of this theorem requires two lemmas which we now give.

4.2. Lemma. A limit law m has an idempotent factor iother than 1) if and only if

m(y) = 0for some y in Y.

Proof. Suppose m = mx * A where A is an idempotent factor. Then A is the

indicator function of an open-closed subgroup S in Y. Pick y e (r~5). Then

m(y) = mx(y)\(y) = 0.

Conversely, it can be shown that the set H={y : w(y)#0} is an open-closed sub-

group of T. This is proved in Lemma IV.5.4 of [1] (the metric restriction is not

used in the result). The indicator function of this subgroup is the Fourier transform

of an idempotent factor of m. The lemma is proved.

4.3. Lemma. Let {mnj} be an infinitesimal array of symmetric measures in MX(G)

and let y be any character in Y. Then

lim     ~[ mnj(y) - exp   - 2 0 - mni(y))    =0.
n-.oo       j I       j J|

Proof. If ax,.. .,a„ are real numbers such that l—e^a^l for ally, then

nß, = exp[-2(l-%>(l + 0£/2)]

for some 6 with |0| < 1/(1 —e). If e is sufficiently small, then we can approximate

the product by the exponential. The lemma applies this fact to the double array of

real numbers {mnj(y)}. As n -> co, the numbers in the nth row are uniformly close

to 1. The lemma is proved.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Using Lemma 4.3, the fact that mn, * mnj is symmetric

and Y\f mnj * mnj => m * m, it then follows that for each y in Y,

= 0,

i.e.,

lim 1 ~\ (mnj * mnj)~(y)-exp   ~2 (1 -(mnj * mniy(y))
n-.oo|   j L       ; J

lim exp      (Re y(x)~ 1) dsn\ = lim \~[ (mnj * mnj)~(y) = (m * m)A(y).
n->w L7 J n-«°o    j
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-co.

Suppose that m has an idempotent factor. Then (m * m)^(y0) = 0 for some y0 in F.

Suppose (i) does not hold. Then for any neighborhood N of 1 in G,

f (Re y0(x)-1) dsn = f (Re y0(x) -1) dsn + f      (Re y0(x) -l)dsn
J JN JG~N

Hence

(1) f (Re y0(x) -1) dsn(x) -> - co.
JN

(Note. (1) is the expression contained in Theorem IV.4.3 of [1].)

By property (2) of g(x, y), there is a neighborhood Ns of 1 in G such that

\g(x, Yo)\ <e on Ne and y0(x) = exp [ig(x, y0)] for all x in Ne. Expanding Re (y0(x))

in a Taylor series at 1, we have for all x in Ne

Re[y0(x)]-1 = -(l/2)g2(x,y0)(l+exe2)   where \6X\ < 1.

Hence

g2(x, y0) dsn(x) -» oo.I>
Now g(x, y0) = 2ae/ ga(x)ha(y0) and Aa(y0) = 0 for all but finitely many a. Hence

from

g2(x, y0) dsn(x) =  2 K(Yo)hß(y0) \ ga(x)ge(x) dsn(x) -> co,

it follows that, for some a, ß in /,

lim sup J ga(x)gß(x) dsn(x) = co.

The Holder inequality then yields the fact that for some a

lim sup   g2(x) dsn(x) = oo.

This is almost (ii). The reader can check the additional point that in fact (iñ * m)~(ya)

= 0 where ya is the character for which g(x, ya)—ga(x). This implies that the limit

and not just the lim sup holds in (ii).

To prove the converse half of the theorem, observe that if (ii) holds and (i)

does not, then m(ya) = 0 and so m has an idempotent factor. Thus the only case to

prove is to show that (i) implies that m has an idempotent factor. We will prove

this assertion in several steps.

Case A. G is a compact group. Let N be a neighborhood of 1 in G such that

lim sup jn(G~A) = oo. Now members of F separate points of G [6, §22.27], i.e.,

given Xt^I, there is a character yx such that yx(x)^\. Since l—Rcyx(y) is a

nonnegative continuous function of y on G, there is a neighborhood Nx of x such

that
l-Rey*(jO>(l-Rey;c(x))/2
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for all y in Nx. Cover G by A together with the sets Nx where x runs through G~ A.

Reduce to a finite subcover: A, Nx, ...,N¡ where Nt = NXi for some xf. Since

lim sup sn(G~ A) = co and since sn(G~N) ^ 2Í= i sn(N) it follows that lim sup í„(A¡)

= co for some /. Let y denote the character corresponding to this neighborhood.

Then

-j(Rey'(x)-l)dsn(x) ^ -£ (Rey'(x)-l) *n(x) ^ (l-ReyÄi(x()X(A()/2

and so in fact

lim sup i- í(Rey'(x)-l)¿fan(x)| = oo

and so rá(y') = 0 so that m has an idempotent factor.

Case B. G is a metrizable group. This case is proved in [1] as the first step in the

proof of Theorem IV.4.3. Observe that e(sn) => in* m.

Case C. The general case. G has an open compact subgroup C. If

lim sup sn(G~ C) < oo,

then we proceed as in Case A. If lim sup jn(G~C) = co, then note that there is

convergence on the discrete group G/C and the limit law has an idempotent factor

(since G/C is metrizable we are in Case B). Let n0: G —> G/C be the canonical map

and let y0 be a character on (G/C)~ such that m0(y0) = 0. Let y be the character on

T defined by y(x)=y0(^ox). Then m(y)=0. Thus m has an idempotent factor. The

theorem is proved.

5. A theorem on limits. We will now give a result which relates certain limit

laws with limits of shifts of compound Poisson laws. Our result corresponds to

Theorem IV.5.1 of [1]. Note that assumption (i) is a consequence of the statement

of the theorem in [1], appearing in equation (IV.5.14).

5.1. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let {mnj} be an

infinitesimal array of measures such that

(i) lim sup 2 ntnj(G ~ A) < oo

for each neighborhood Nofl. Then for each y in Y,

lim  2 (m*¡ * XtiiTiv)-ê[2 mm * xni)(y)

where xnj is defined by

Ay) = exp I -/' j g(x, y) dmnj(x) I

This theorem has the following corollary

= 0,
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5.2. Corollary. Let {mnj} be an infinitesimal array such that

xn * f I* mnj => m
i

where m has no idempotent factor. Then there is a sequence of elements {zn} in G

such that

4^ntni*xni\ *zn m.

Thus every limit law without idempotent factors is the limit of shifts of a sequence

of compound Poisson laws.

Proof of the theorem.   The definition of xnj makes sense because of property (1)

of the special function g(x, y). For large n,

\\-(mnj*xn^(y)\ < e

uniformly on j, and so for large n,

(2) Y\ (mm * xn,T(Y) = exp   -(1 + 6ne) £ J (1 -y(x)) dmni * xnj

where |0„| < 1. Note that

(3) ê{y mnj * xn,\(y) = exp   -]? J 0 -y(*))i dmni * xnj * AnJ

Suppose the conclusion of the theorem is not true. Then for some y in F and

8 > 0 and a subsequence of n (which we will denote by n itself), we have

(4) fi (mm * xn/T(y)-êl2 mnj * xn\ (y) > 8 > 0   for all n.

ni-

Pick a neighborhood N of 1 sufficiently small that

y(x) = exp [ig(x, y)],       g(xy, y) = g(x, y)+g(y, y),       \g(xy, y)\ < e

for all x, y in Af. Then

(1 - y(x)) dmni * xni =      (1 - y(xxn;)) dmnj +\       (1 - y(xxn,)) dm
J JN Ja~N

On A,

(1 -y(xxnj)) = 1 -exp [ig(xxnj, y)]

- - ig(xxnj, y) +g2(xxnj, y)(\ + 6e)/2   for 16\ < 1.

Now for large n,

g(xxnJ, y) = g(x, y)+g(xnl, y) = g(x, y)-\g(x, y) dmni,
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so

i     g(xxni,y)dmnj = i     g(x,y) dmnj-imnj(N) \g(x, y) dmnj
Jn Jn J

= i(l - mnj(N))   g(x, y) dmn, - i g(x, y) dmni.
J Jg~n

Combining these results we obtain

2 \(l-Ax))dmnj*xnj

= -i'2(1-w'"(A')) \g(x,y)dmni + iy |       g(x,y)dmnj
i J j  Jg-n

(5) + [(1 + 9"e)ß] 2 jg2(x, y) dmnj * xni

-[(l+fl'«)/2]2 Í      g\xxnhy)dmnj
i   Jg~n

+ 2 Í      V-y(xxni))dmnj.
i  Jg~n

The first term on the right in (5) tends to 0 as n -»■ co and all but the third term are

uniformly bounded on n, by assumption. But if (4) holds, then the third term is also

uniformly bounded, for otherwise for some subsequence, the magnitude of the

sum in (2) and (3) becomes infinite according to (5), i.e., both terms in (4) tend to

zero in magnitude for this subsequence, contradicting (4). Thus, if (4) holds the

sum

2/0-/(*)) dmnj * xnj < M < 00    for all n.

But then (2) and (3) lead to the conclusion that

Y~[ (mnl * xn¡fiy)je\y mni * xnA(y)

= exp   -6ne 2 ! (1 -y(x)) dmnj * xnj\ -> 1,

since e is arbitrary, which again contradicts (4). Hence (4) cannot hold, and the

theorem is established.

Proof of the corollary.   We need only check that

(6) lim sup 2 nínj(G ~ A) < 00
;'

for every neighborhood A of 1, for then the result follows easily from Theorem 5.1.

But m * m has no idempotent factor and so from Theorem 4.1, we have

lim sup 2 fñni * mni(G ~ A) < 00
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for every neighborhood A of 1. Pick N= U2. Then

mni * mnj(G ~ U) = J mnj(G ~ Uy'1) dmni ^ j   mnj(G ~ Uy~x) dmnj

^ inf mnj(G ~ Uy-i)mni(U) ^ mni(G ~ U2)mni(U)
yeU

^ mni(G ~ N)mni(U).

It follows from this that (6) holds. End of proof.

If the group is metrizable, it is possible to give a more precise specification of

what the limit laws are: they are the infinitely divisible laws defined in the sense of

Parthasarathy, [1]. This follows from an easy lemma which uses the shift-compact-

ness theorem: limits of shifts of infinitely divisible laws are again infinitely divisible

[1, Theorem IV.4.1].

6. Weak convergence implies circle convergence? In this and the following

section, the relation of weak convergence and circle convergence will be considered.

The results of this section correspond to [2, §25], which can be interpreted as

relating these two types of convergence.

6.1. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let {mnj} be an

infinitesimal array of measures such that

xn * YY mm ** m-
i

Then {2¿ mnj} is tight.

6.2. Corollary. Let G be a metrizable locally compact abelian group and let

{mnj} be an infinitesimal array of measures such that

n*mnj =>m
i

where m has no idempotent factor. Then there is a subsequence of {2,- mnj} which

circle converges.

Proof of the theorem. It is enough to show the following : if {mnj} is an infinitesi-

mal array of symmetric measures and

YY mnj => m,
i

then {2, mn,) is tight. From this it follows that if

~Y mnj * mnj => m*m,
i

then {2; mnj * mnj} is tight and from this we conclude that {2y mnj} is tight. For

pick e > 0 and let U be a symmetric neighborhood of 1 such that U ~ is compact

and

y mnj * mnj(G ~ U) < e/2
i
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for all n. Then (U2)~ is compact and for sufficiently large n

2mn/G~ U2)<e.
i

This follows from an argument given in the proof of Corollary 5.2.

By [I, Lemma IV.5.4], the limit measure m has a maximal idempotent factor;

namely, the normalized Haar measure whose support is the compact subgroup C

such that Cl = {y : ni(y)#0}. If tt0: G -* G/C is the canonical map, then

Hi* (m«i)o =*" (m)°-
i

Further, (m)0 has no idempotent factor. Thus if A is any neighborhood of 1 with

compact closure, then

lim sup T mnj(G ~ AC) < oo
j

and so we conclude that there is a neighborhood R of 1 in G with compact closure

(namely AC) with lim sup sn(G ~ R)<co where •s„ = 2j mni-

It only remains to show that {j„|g~r} is tight, for then obviously {sn} itself is

tight. If G is metrizable, then the shift-compactness theorem holds. Now

e(sn) = e(sn\R) * e(sn\a~B) => m.

Thus {e(sn\G„R)} is shift-compact and hence {e(2sn\G„R)} is conditionally compact by

the relation

{e(2sn\G„R)} = ë(sn\a„R) * e(sn\G„R).

Given e > 0, there is a compact set Kc such that

e > e(2sn\G„R)(G ~ Ke) ^ exp [-2in(G ~ R)]sn\G„R(G ~ Ks) ^ Msn\G„R(G ~ Ke)

for some constant M. Thus {s„|0~B} is tight.

In the nonmetrizable case, G has an open compact subgroup C. Since G/C is

discrete, the induced set of measures {(s„)0} on G\C is tight. But tightness on G/C

means that all but e of the mass of the measures sn lies on a finite number of cosets

of C in G, and so {sn} is tight. End of proof.

Proof of the corollary. Let {A¡} be a countable basis at the identity. Use Theorem

5.1, the Prokhorov Theorem, and a diagonalization procedure to find a subsequence

of {2; mnj} which converges weakly when restricted to G ~ Af for each i. Then this

subsequence circle converges. End of proof.

7. Circle convergence implies weak convergence? Now we will investigate the

conditions under which xn * TJ* mnj => m (where m has no idempotent factor)

when it is assumed that 2/ ninj ^> s. It is perhaps worth emphasizing that the limit

laws without idempotent factors are precisely those with the property that m* m

is an infinitely divisible measure in the sense of Grenander, [7]. We will follow the

statement of the theorem with a corollary which gives a valuable side result.
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7.1. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact abelian group and let {mnj} be an

infinitesimal array of measures in MX(G) such that

where s is a regular Borel measure such that s(G ~ N) < oo for all neighborhoods N

of 1. Then there is a sequence {zn} of elements in G such that

mnj => m

m

if and only if there is a measure m' such that

4 2 mm * xn\ =>

where xnj is defined by its characteristic function

xnj(y) = exp I - i J g(x, y) dmni(x) I.

In this case, there is an element z in G such that

m = m' * z.

The limit law m' is infinitely divisible and its characteristic function is given by

(i)

where

m'(y) = exp [-¿(y)] exp [- J(l -y(x) + ig(x, y)-g2(x, y)/2) <fej

<f>(y) = (1/2) Hm 2 J g\x, y)d(mn] * x„f)

(the limit exists for each y in Y).

7.2. Corollary. Every limit law m without idempotent factors such that it is

the limit of some circle-convergent array is the shift of an infinitely divisible law whose

characteristic function is given by (i) above.

Proof of the theorem. The functions g2(xxn;, y) and y(xxn¡) converge uniformly

on compact sets to the functions g2(x, y) and y(x) as n -> oo. If G~ A is a continuity

set of s, then it follows from circle convergence and the tightness of s that each of

the sums on the right side of equation (5) of §5 converge as follows:

lim 2 (1 -mnj(N))   g(x, y) dmnj = 0,

lim 2 Six, y) dmn) = g(x, y) ds,
i  Jg~n Jg~n

lim 2 g2(xxnj, y) dmnj = g2(x, y) ds,
j  Jg~n Jg~n

lim 2 ií-YÍxxnj))dmnj = (l-y(x))í¿y.
i  Jg~n Jg~n
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Hence we have the following, where we assume for convenience, that the remaining

limits in (5) occur

(7)

lim 2 f (1 -Ax)) dmnj * xnj =  f      [1 -y(x) + ig(x, y)-(1 + 6'e)g2(x, y)/2] ds
j    J JG~N

+ (l/2)(l+ö"£)lim 2jV(*> y)dmnj * xnj.

If e(2; mnj * xn]) => m', then zn * n* mnj => m' with zn = \~[f xnj by Theorem 5.1

and so the only thing to prove in the first part of the theorem is that if m exists,

then m' exists. Thus suppose that zn * VJ* mnj => m for some sequence {zn}. Then

for each y in F,

n m«¿y)Uy) [I (mni * xnj)~(y) \m(y)\.

If \m(y)\ =0, then from (2) we have

lim Re   2 J (1 -Ax)) dmm * xni co

and so from (7) we see that

lim   2 J g2(x, y) dmni * xnÀ = co = <¿(y)

and m'(y) = 0 in equation (i) (we will agree to write co0 = 0 in this equation).

If \m(y)\ ^0, then again from (2) we have

lim sup Re   2 J 0 ~Ax)) dmn/ * xni < co,

so, from (7),

lim sup Zjg\x,y) dmnj * xnj < oo.

The integrand of the integral over G~N on the right of (7) is uniformly bounded

for all neighborhoods A. Thus we can let e -> 0 and integrate over all of G, with

the result

lim 2 |(1 -Ax)) dmnj * xnj = J(l -y(x) + ig(x, y)-g\x, y)/2) ds

(8) + (1/2) lim 2 jg2(x, y) dmnj * xnj.

If we let e -> 0 in (2), we see that the real part of (8) exists as a limit since it yields

the magnitude of m(y), so in fact the limit on the right of (8) does exist and hence

the left-hand limit exists. Thus ê(2 mnj * xn;) tends pointwise to a limit which is
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given by (i). It only remains to show that this limit is a continuous function on Y

and then we will have established the first part of the theorem.

m'(y) = 0 if and only if m(y) = 0 and so the subset of Y on which m'(y) is nonzero

is an open and closed subgroup. Thus we need only check continuity at any y0 for

which m'(y0) is nonzero. The real part of (7) tends to a continuous limit since it

gives the magnitude of m(y). The continuity of Re j"0~w ( ) ds at y0 is trivial and

so it follows from (7) that

lim 2 J g\x, y) dmnj * xnj

is continuous. Hence 4>(y) is continuous. Also from (7) we see that

[lim 2jd-Im   lim 2    (1 - YÍX)) dmnj * xnj

is continuous and so (8) shows that the integral part of m'(y) is continuous. Hence

m'(y) is a continuous function and the continuity theorem then asserts it is the

Fourier transform of a measure m'.

The infinite divisibility of m' follows from the fact that ê(2 mnj * xni/k) tends to

the kth principle root of m'(y) which is also continuous.

The final task is to show that there is an element z such that m = m' * z. Now

an = Tl* mnj * xn} => m'   and   an * yn => m.
i

Let H={y : m'(y)^0}. Then for each y in H,

and f(y) is continuous on H since m and ih' are. Hence f(y) is a character on H

since it is the continuous limit of characters on H. Let y(z) be any character which

extends/(y) to a character on Y. Then for each y in H, yn(y) -> z(y) and so

(an * ynTÍY) -* m'(y)z(y)   for all y.

Thus m=m' * z. The theorem is proved.

A normal law is a limit of an infinitesimal array which circle converges to j=0.

Thus if m is a normal law, then its Fourier transform is of the form

miy) = y(z)exp[-4>(y)].

7.3. Theorem. Every normal law without idempotent factors has a Fourier trans-

form of the form

m(y) = y(z) exp

where \caB\ <oo for each a, ß.

■ 2 c«A(y)«/¡(y)
a, ßel J
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Proof. For each y, ha(y) is nonzero for only finitely many a e I. Hence

2     S2(x, y) dmni * xnj = 2      2 g«(x)gß(x)ha(y)hß(y) dmni * xni
j     J 1     J a.ßEl

= 2 h«(Y)hi,(y) 2   ga(x)gß(x) dmnj * xnj.
a.ß i   J

= lim 2     ga(x)gß(x) dmnj * xn;/2
i    3

Let

caß

(the limit exists and is finite). Then the theorem follows from Theorem 7.1.

Much more can be said of the normal laws. We refer the reader to [1] for more

details.

8. What is circle convergence? Let {mnj} be an array of random variables in

MX(G), and let/be a continuous function on G with/(l) = 0. Define real-valued

functions Fr¡n(t) by

Ff.n(t) - Il ™ni({x : \f(x)\ ^ t}).
i

This defines a proper distribution function on the real line called the nth maximum

term distribution corresponding to/ If the measures mnl,..., mnkn are distribu-

tions of independent random variables, then Ff¡n(t) is the probability that the

maximum value of |/(x)[ does not exceed /. If, for every continuous function/

with/(l) = 0, the maximum term distribution converges to a proper distribution

function as n -> co, then we say that the maximum term distributions converge.

We will now show that for infinitesimal arrays, circle convergence is equivalent

to convergence of the maximum term distributions. Note that G need not be abelian.

8.1. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group and let {mn,}^Mx(G) be an

infinitesimal array. Then the maximum term distributions converge if and only if

there exists a tight regular Borel measure s such that

sn = 2, mnj =¥- s.
i

Proof. Let/be a continuous function such that/(l) = 0 and let FfiU(t) be the

maximum term distribution for / computed for the nth row of the array. Then

Ff,n(t) ~ exp [-sn{x : |/(x)| > /}]

and so Ff¡n(t) -> Ff(t) if and only if

sn{x: \f(x)\ > t}^ -log Ff(t).

Suppose that the maximum term distributions converge. Then for every

continuous function/with/(1) = 0, FUn(t) -> Ff(t) a.e., where Ff(t) is a proper

distribution function.
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First we note that the set {sn} is tight. For suppose not. Let A be a neighborhood

of 1 with compact closure. Obtain a sequence of compact sets {K¡} and e > 0 such

that

(i) K0 = Ñ<=KX^KXN^K2^K2N^ ■ • -cj^sÄ^c •

(ii) A¡#Ai+1 for each z'=0, 1,2,..., and

(iii) for each i there is an integer n¡ such that jn(G~At)>e.

Such a sequence can be constructed by using the fact that each sn is tight, but

{sn} is not tight. Using Urysohn's lemma and observing that G is a normal topological

space, it is possible to find a continuous function/on G such that

f(x) i i   for all x in K¡, i = 0, 1, 2,...,
and

fix) = i   for all x in A¡ ~ Kt _ XN, i = 1,2,....

By assumption, F/>n(r) -> Fr(/) a.e. and Ff is proper. Thus given e>0, there is an

integer ts such that F/n(fe) -»■ F/(/g)ä l—e. Thus

limsupjn(G~Ai£) ^ lim j„({x :/(x) > rj) ^ -log(l-e) ~ e.

This is a contradiction and so {sn} is tight.

If/is a continuous function with/(0) = 0, it is easy to verify that )fdsn->Iif)

where 7 is a positive linear functional. Using an argument as in the Riesz representa-

tion theorem, 7 can be expressed in the form /(/) = ¡fds for some regular Borel

measure s.

The converse half of the theorem is easy to prove, and we will leave it to the

reader.

9. Examples. We will now give two numerical examples to illustrate various

features of the preceding development.

9.1. Probability theory on the Klein 4-group. We will now discuss limit laws for

the Klein 4-group, Z2 x Z2 where Z2 is the 2 element group with the discrete

topology.

It should be interesting to the reader who is acquainted with the theory of sums

of independent random variables on the real line to compare some of the facts

illustrated here with the corresponding facts for the theory on the real line. For

example, if {mn} and m are measures on the real line, if mn => 1 and m*n => m,

then nmn => s for some Borel measure s which has finite mass off any neighborhood

of the origin. Furthermore, s is completely specified (except at the origin) by m.

In contrast to this, our examples on Z2 x Z2 will show that if mn => 1 and m*n => m,

then

(1) the limit s : nmn => s may exist but have infinite mass off some neighborhood

of 1,

(2) the limit s may not exist as a unique limit,

(3) several distinct limit measures s may exist for the same measure m, corre-

sponding to different choices of the measures mn.
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9.1.1. The character group of Z2xZ2. The character group is easily calculated

[6, §23.27]. We will use positional notation on a 2 x 2 matrix to denote the group,

character group, and functions. Thus if one writes {1, x} for the elements of Z2,

then the elements of Z2 x Z2 are

Z2XZ2=G    c)

where 1 =(1, 1), a = (l, x), A = (x, 1), and c = (x, x). The character group is

where

9.1.2. Infinitely divisible laws. Since x = x~* for any element, all measures are

symmetric. A simple computation shows that it is possible to compute the Fourier

transform of a measure and the measure of a Fourier transform as follows:

m •ii   *-n
1 = p+q + r + s, 4p = l+ß + y+8,

ß = p-q + r-s, 4q = l-ß+y-8,

y = p+q — r — s, Ar = 1 +ß — y— 8,

8 = p-q-r + s, 4s = l-ß-y+8.

Note that ß, y, and 8 are real valued.

If m is infinitely divisible, then m = m*n for each integer n, and

m

Since the entries in this matrix are real, and n can be even or odd, it follows that

ß, y, and S are nonnegative. In fact, the infinitely divisible measures are precisely

those measures which have Fourier transforms of the form

™ = (\   %       e>f> g^°   and    1 +e * /+» ' */i e+^ ! +^ & e+f-

We remark parenthetically that the idempotent measure whose Fourier transform is

-C"3
is not infinitely divisible in the sense of Grenander, [7], even though it is, as we

shall see, a possible limit law for infinitesimal sequences of symmetric measures.
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We leave it to the reader to check that for this measure one cannot find a sequence

{mn} with mn => 1 and m*n = m.

9.1.3. An illustrative example. We will now give a simple example which turns

on the fact that if 0<x<l and x1/n~l, then logx-n(l-x1/n). Let {an} be a

sequence of positive numbers such that an -*■ 0 and an!n -* 1. Let 0 < S ̂  1. Define

mn and m as follows :

¿   -■ /l    0\ = /(l+S)/4   (l-S)/4\

m      \0   S}' m      l(l-S)/4   (1+S)/4J'

/ 1      anln\ /il + 8lln + 2ailn)/4 (l-S1"1)^     \

"'""U"1    S1'"/' m" ~ \     il-8iln)/4 (l+S1"l-2aD/4/'

All entries of mn are nonnegative provided an á 8. By construction, mn => 1 and

m*n => m. We can compute the limit of nmn with the result

/       co -(logS)/4\

^l-(logâ)/4 oo       )=S-

Thus we see that nmn=>s where s has infinite mass off the identity (an open set).

With 8 = 1, the limit is the idempotent measure mentioned above. Applying

Theorem 8.1 we find that with probability tending to 1, some of the random variables

$nj assume values other than 1, and the limiting probability that the random

variables in a row of the infinitesimal array all fall in the set {1, c} is -*/8.

Using the same notation as before, define a new sequence of measures m'n with

Fourier transforms
fe,      / 1     (a»8)1/n\

m* -  [al,n JIM    /•

Then m'n => 1 and m'n*n => m. However, this time we obtain for the limit of nm'n

,      /co    -(logS)/2\        ,

nm^\0 co       )=S-

Thus for a given limit measure m it is possible to find infinitesimal arrays which

converge to that limit measure, but which circle converge to different measures,

and so the limit s is not uniquely determined by m. An easy step from this is the

observation that if the sequences {mn} and {m'n} are mixed in some appropriate

fashion, then it is possible to obtain an array which does not circle converge at

all (because it oscillates between the limits s and s').

9.2. Probability on the circle group. We will give examples of some expected

results as they appear in the circle group T.

The character group of F is isomorphic to Z, the group of integers. Thus F~

is generated by a single element. Fis a special example of a locally compact abelian

group in two important ways: F is metrizable and the index set 7 of the special

function gix, y) is finite. One might also comment that since F^ is discrete, all

functions on F^ are continuous.
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We will write elements of T in the form x = eiy: — way < wand elements of 7"^

in the form yn = einy: n e Z. The special function g(x, y) is defined by g(x,y)

= g(x)h(y) where h(einy) = n and g(x) is a bounded continuous function on T

such that g(eiy)—y for y in [—1, 1]. We will now illustrate various facts about

the circle group with some examples.

Let mn be the Haar measure of T restricted to {x = eiy : \y\^ rr/n} and normalized

so that mn(T) = \. If 6(n) is any increasing function of n, 0(n)mn => 0. The integral

J g2(x) dsn(x) which appears in Theorem 4.1 has the following form with sn = 9(n)mn :

Sg2(x) dsn(x) = 7T2e(n)/3n2.

The measure corresponding to the ö(n)-fold convolution of mn is obtained from

the Fourier transform of mn :

, ,   »        n    .   mir
^n(yj = —sin-,

[m»(yJ]9W = exp [ö(n) log [^ sin 22j].

As n —> co, n/mn —> co and (n/m-n) sin (m-n/n) -> 1 for each fixed m. Hence

lim [mn(ym)fin) = lim exp [-m2TT26(n)/6n2].

From these computations we can summarize several cases of weak convergence.

The following table lists cases of interest. For the table we have m*k* => m,

^nmn =*■ s and J" x2 &„ —► c.

^„ I        w

n',j > 2

1

(a)

(b)

0

0

0
772/3

oo

(a) is the measure such that m(y,) = exp [ —j2-n-2/6],

(b) is the Haar measure of T.

For a second example, let mn — A/n2 + (l — l/n2)l where A is the Haar measure of

T. Then the table corresponding to the above is

K

n',j > 2

m

1

(c)

A

0

A

co

0

7T2/3

CO

(c) for this measure, m(y¡) = e  l except for 7 = 0.

One conclusion which can be drawn from these examples on the Klein 4-group

and the circle group is the fact that the two conditions for the limit law m to have
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an idempotent factor, given in Theorem 4.1, are independent. Our examples on the

Klein 4-group (discrete, and hence g(x, y) = 0) show that (ii) need not hold and the

examples on the circle group show that (i) need not hold in order for the limit to

have an idempotent factor.
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